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A better way to clear the air

The conversion of carbon monoxide 

(CO) into carbon dioxide (CO2) is important 

for cleaning up exhaust  gases—mostly 

from vehicles that burn fossil fuels but  

also from stationary sources such as power 

plants and refineries. Platinum (Pt)  

catalysts are widely used to process CO 

into CO2, but the high cost of plati-

num-group metals has driven efforts to 

replace these materials with more 

earth-abundant alternatives.

One of the most promising ways of 

reducing the cost of metal catalysts is to 

mix them with oxygen-containing (oxide) 

compounds. In a previous investigation, 

researchers tested various mesoporous 

transition-metal oxides and loaded them 

with Pt nanoparticles. Each oxide exhib-

ited enhanced CO-to-CO2 conversion 

activity, but the enhancement was largest 

for cobalt oxide.

Operando study of an  
inverse catalyst

To understand the origin of this 

enhanced activity, the researchers 

investigated the atomic and electronic 

structure of a Pt/cobalt oxide (CoO) model 

catalyst under operating conditions (i.e., in 

the presence of CO gas and/or oxygen). 

While their earlier study looked at plat-

inum nanoparticles on oxide surfaces, in 

this study, the researchers used so-called 

“inverse” catalysts, where the oxide was 

formed on a platinum surface. The well- 

defined platinum surfaces enabled them  

to correlate the nanoscale surface struc-

ture, revealed by high-pressure scanning 

tunneling microscopy (HPSTM), with 

surface oxidation states, measured  

using ambient-pressure x-ray photoelec-

tron spectroscopy (APXPS) at NSLS-II and 

the ALS. 

APXPS at ALS Beamline 11.0.2 enables 

the identification of surface molecules and 

their chemical states as reactions take 

place in environments of oxygen and CO 

gas at pressures as high as several Torr. 

Thus, the researchers could intentionally 

modify the sample environment to care-

fully distinguish each spectroscopic 

feature and understand individual 

processes. Measurements at NSLS-II also 

probed these phenomenona on CoO films 

of different thicknesses. The results were 

combined with theoretical calculations 

performed at UCLA and the University of 

Central Florida.

Oxygen vacancies are key to 
activation

The researchers found that CoO, a 

material that’s generally considered rela-

tively inefficient for CO2 formation, could 

be made active for the reaction by 

removing some of its oxygen atoms, 

creating oxygen vacancies. With that 

modification, this oxide was able to drive 

CO2 formation at significantly lower 

temperatures, making it a much more 

energy-efficient reaction. 

The investigations also revealed that 

CO can react with some oxide sites to  

form a highly stable carbonate (CO3) 

bound to the surface. The nanometer-scale 

Scientific 
Achievement
Using a combination of tools at  
the Advanced Light Source (ALS)  
and other facilities, researchers 
probed specific mechanisms 
affecting the efficiency of catalysts 
for CO-to-CO2 conversion.

Significance  
and Impact
The work brings us closer to the 
rational design of more effective 
catalysts for cleaning up toxic  
CO exhaust and advances our  
understanding of fundamental  
catalytic reactions.

On metal–oxide catalyst surfaces with oxygen vacancies, CO is readily converted to CO2. When the 

oxygen vacancies become filled, the surface is deactivated for the reaction. Gray = metal (platinum); 

blue = oxide (cobalt oxide); red = oxygen; black = carbon.



structures observed with HPSTM indi-

cated that the stable carbonate is formed 

preferentially at the edges of CoO islands, 

where both Pt and CoO were exposed. 

Edge sites are often considered to be 

active sites, but for this catalyst, that’s not 

the case. 

The findings demonstrate a new 

pathway to efficient CO oxidation and 

suggest that complete, one-monolayer 

CoO films with no exposed Pt may benefit 

from less carbonate formation, to produce 

more active catalysts. The researchers  

are currently engaging in a series of 

further experiments to understand how 

the oxide interacts with the metal surface, 

and what effects that interaction has on 

the catalytic activity.
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On surfaces containing oxygen vacancies, forming CO2 from CO consumes the oxide. When  

oxygen is added to the gas-phase sample environment in a 1:2 ratio with CO, the oxygen  

vacancies become filled and the surface is deactivated for the reaction. Combining the ALS results 

with HPSTM showed that the deactivation of oxide sites was accompanied by a transformation  

in the oxide structure.
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